WINE MENU
RJ’s RED
RJ’s WHITE
RJ’s SEMI-SWEET
RJ’s ROSÉ

WINE BY THE GLASS

2899
2899
2699
2699

WHITE WINES
CHARDONNAY
DURBANVILLE HILLS
11999
A creamy richness on the palate with subtle wood flavors. Aromas on the nose
carry through to the palate, ending with a crisp finish.
SAUVIGNON BLANC
DURBANVILLE HILLS
11999
A combination of paw-paw and green apple on the palate with a zesty crispness
and a lingering aftertaste.
RIESLING
THEUNISKRAAL CAPE
10999
Fresh and crisp on the palate with nuances of green apple and nectarines.
DRY WHITE BLEND
GRACA
8599
Crisp, lemony, off dry flavours. It's petillance gives it a palate-tingling lift.
SEMI SWEET
NEDERBURG STEIN
10599
Abundant aromas of pineapple, apricots and guava. Semi-sweet with fresh fruit
flavours and a pleasant finish.
KUPFERBERGER AUSLESE
9999
Crisp on entry with an excellent sugar/acid balance, it ends with a clean finish.

ROSÉ WINES
NEDERBURG
9999
Clean, fruity and refreshing flavours with a good acid structure.
ROBERTSON
7999
Deep coral pink colour, packed with delicious sweet berry flavours.

RED WINES
CABERNET SAUVIGNON

NEDERBURG
16999
Ripe blackberry, currant and mocha on the palate with a hint of oak spiciness and
firm supple tannins.
ZONNEBLOEM
15999
A full bodied, well balanced example of very noble cultivar. Subtle berry and cassis
flavours with undertones of wood cedar and vanilla
SHIRAZ

ROBERTSON WINERY
10999
This full bodied wine shows fresh crushed pepper aromas with hints of cinnamon
and cloves on the nose with lots of brambly red berry fruits, rich mulberry and well
integrated vanilla tones.
MERLOT
PORCUPINE RIDGE
11999
Red Berries on the nose with a delicate plum flavours on the palate. Subtle use of
Oak gives an appealing balance between fruit and wood.
RED BLENDS
NEDERBURG BARONNE
12999
Medium bodied, smooth dry red, showing delectable fruit and maturation flavours.
ALTO ROUGE
16999
A blend of Cabernet Franc, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Shiraz and Petit Verdot. Full
bodied with appealing blackberry flavours followed by tobacco, chocolate, toast
and vanilla with a good tannic structure adding complexity.
CHATEAU LIBERTAS
8999
Clear ruby red, an abundance of ripe berries on the nose with a spicy background.
A medium bodied wine with ripe berry flavours, plum and oak spices a good tannin
feel.

SPARKLING WINES
JC LE ROUX LE DOMAINE
13999
All finesse and freshness of a Sauvignon entwined with the gentle sweetness of
Muscadel while keeping its crisp youthfulness intact.
JC LE ROUX LE CHANSON
13999
Refreshing, lively sparkling wine. A full, fruity flavor with rich, robust character.
ROBERTSON NON ALCOHOLIC PINK SPARKLING
9999
Its’ taste is refreshingly fun, decidedly fruity and finishes with a cheeky sparkle.

